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TOPOLOGIES ON GENERALIZED SEMHNNER PRODUCT 

ALGEBRAS, LATTICES, AND SPACES 

By T. Husain* and S. M. Khaleelulla 

1. Introduction 

In his paper [2] , Lumer has introduced the concept of semi-inner product 

space. This concept has led Husain and Malviya [1] to introduce and study, 

what they caIl, semi-inner product algebras. In a different direction Nath [4] 
has used Lumer’s concept to introduce, what he caIls, generalized semi-inner 

product spaces, and has studied strong topologies on such spaces. These strong 

topologies have earIier been studied on generalized inner product spaces by 

Prugovecki [6]. 

In this paper we introduce, what we caIl, generaIized semi-inner product (in 

short g. s. i. p.) algebras, and lattices, and show that a g. s. i. p. algebra (lattice) 

with strong topology is locaIly convex algebra (lattice). We also show that a g. 

s. i. p. algebra with strong topology under a restriction is locaIly m-convex alge

bra. FinaIly, we show that it is possible to introduce, as in [6] , weak topologies 

in g. s. i. p. spaces, and it turns out that a g. s. i. p. space with weak topology 

is a Hausdorff locaIly convex space. 
Throughout in this paper, we have used N to denote the set of natural num

bers. 

2. g.s.i.p. algebras 

G. Lumer [2] calls a complex (real) vector space X a semi-inner product 
space (abbreviated to s. i. p. space) if to every pair of of elements x, y ε X there 

corresponds a complex (real) number, written as [x,y] , with the following 
properties: 

(i) [x+y, z] = [x , z] + [y , z] , 

(ii) 

(iii) 

[iix ,y] =ii[x， y]， x， y ， zεX， ii:complex (real) , 

[x , x] >0 for x~O， and 
| [x,y] | 2르 [x, x] [y ,y]. 

REMARK 2. 1. With IIxll = [x, x] 1/
2, a s. i. p. space becomes a normed space. 
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It is c1ear from (i) and (ii) that [x, y] =0 for aIl yεx iff x=0, Moreover, if 

either of x,y is zero, then [x,y] = η. 

DEFINlTION 2.2. A vector space A is called a s.i.þ. algebra if (a) A is a 

normed algebra, and (b) A is a s. i. p. space with the same norm as that of the 
normed algebra A, 

REMARK 2.3. Our definition of a s. i. p. algebra is different from that given 

in [1]. 

DEFINlTON 2.4. A vector space A is called a genera lz'zed semi-inner product 

algebra (abbreviated to g. s. i. p. algebra) if 

(i) A is an algebra, 

(ii) there is a subspace M of A which is a s. i. p. algebra, and 

(iii) there is a set t; of linear multiplicative operators on A satisfying (a) 

t;ACM, i.e. each member of t; maps A into M , and (b) Tx=O for all Tεt;， 

implies x=O. 

We denote such a g. s. i. p. algebra by the triple (A, ζ M). 

EXAMPLE 2.5. Let A be the space of all measurable functions on a compact 

topological group G with Haar measure. A is a vector space if 

(f+ g)(x) =f(x) +f(y) 

and (Àf)(x) = Àf(x) , f , gεA， λ scalar. 

Clearly A is an algebra. Now, consider the vector subspace M=LP(G) ， 2드þ<∞， 

of A; then M is a s. i. p. algebra if 

an<l 

[/, g] = 

where 

(fg)(X)= lGf(xy-l)g(y)dy 

: " , C fCx) I g(x) I p-l sgn (g(x)) dx, 
llgllp- ω 

Ilgllp = 
h 、 l/p

G Ig(x)I P dx ‘ 

and sgn is the signum function. Let t; be the family of operators EP-l (S) defined 

by 

(EP-1(S)(αf+ßg))(x)=Xs(x)( If(x) Ip- 2 + I g(x) I p-2)(αf(x)+ßg(x)) ， 
where Xs is the characteristic function of S and S is a subset of A whose Haar 

measure is non-zero. Clearly each EP-l(S) is linear. It can easily be verified that 
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CACM and Tx=O for alI Tε， implies x=O. Since 

Xs=XsXs' 

it folIows that each E P-
1 (5) is multiplicative. Thus. (A. ζ M) is a g. s. i. p. 

algebra. But it is not a s. i. p. algebra. 

3. Strong topology 

Let (A. ,. M) be a g. s. i. p. algebra. We introduce “ strong topology" in A as 

foIIows: 

DEFINITION 3. 1. For each x ε A. define 

V(x; T 1 • •••• T n; e)= {yε A; [Ti(y-x). Tz(y-x)] 1/2<e, 1드z·드n} 

for all e>O. T 1 • •••• Tn'ε 'and nεN. The family {V (x; T 1 • •••• T n; e): T 1, …, 

T”ε，. e>O. nεN} forms a neighbourhood basis at x. for each xεA， for a topo

logy on A which we calI “ strong topology". 

REMARK 3.2. It is known. from [4]. that (i) each V(O; T l' ...• T ,,; e) is 

circled and convex. and that (ii) the topology on A for which the sets V(x; T; 

e) are neighbourhoods of x for all e>O. Tε， is Hausdorff. 

Michael [3] calls a subset of an algebra m-convex (multiplicatively convex 

if V is convex and idempotent (i. e. VVCV). 

LEMMA 3.3. Let (A. ,. M) bea g.s. z".þ. algebra. Then each V(O; T 1 • •••• T n; 

e). O<e드1. z's m-conveX. 

PROOF. Clearly V(O; T ,. …• T_; e) is convex by 3.2. We show that it is 
l' .. n 

idempotent i.e. V(O; T l' ...• T n; e)V(O; T l' …• T
tl

; e) cV(O; T l' ...• Tη ; e) 

(O<e드1). Let x. yεV(O; T 1• …. T n; e). Then. 

[Tk(xy), Tk(xy)] 1/2= [Tk(x)Tk(y), Tk(x)Tk(y)] 1/2, 1드k<n 
1/2 ,'T' ,, __ , ,... "_.,, 1/ 

드 [Tix ). Tk(x)] <'""[T/y). Tk(y)] <'""<e 드e. 

This implies that xyεV(O; T 1• • ••• T n; e) for all x. yεV(0; Tl, ---, Tη ; e) , O<e 

드1. and this establishes the idempotentness of V(O; T 1, …• T n; e). O<e드1. 

Hence it is m-convex. 

A locally convex algebra is an algebra and a Hausdorff locally convex space 

such that the multiplication is continuous in each variable separately ([3]. page 3). 

A locally convex algebra is caIIed locally m-convex algebra if there exists a 

neighbourhood basis of 0 consisting of m-convex sets ([3] , page 6). 
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THEOREM 3.4. A g. s. i.p. algebra (A, " M) eqzdpped μIzth the strong topology. 

as defined z'n 3.1 , is a locally convex algebra. 

PROOF. In view of ([4], 3.3), (A. ζ M) is a Hausdorff locally convex space. 

To complete the proof we show that for any V(xox; T 1, "', T n; e) , there exists 

V( x; T 1, "', T M ; 훈 ), À=max (시， 
‘ ” A / 15kSn ” 

112 
Àk= [T k(xO); T k(xO)] "1'", k= 1, …• n , such that 

xoV(x: T[ , "', T n; 춘)CV(xox; T 1, …, T n; e). 

Let yεv x; T 1, "', T/(: 춘 ): then 

1/2 
[Tk(y-x) , Tk(Y-X)]./~< 그-， k=l. 2. …, n. 

Now, 

[T/xoY-xox) , Tk(xoy-xox)] 1/2= [TKXo(y-x), TKXo(y-x)] 1/2 

= [Tk(Xo)TK(y - x), TK(xo)Tk(y - x)] 1/2 

드 [TK(Xo), Tk(xo)] 1/2[TK(y-x), Tk(y-x)] 1/2 

<λ좋=e 

This implies that xoyεV(xox; T 1, .... T n; e). for all yεV(x; T 1, ''', T n; e/À). 

and this proves that 

xoV(x; T 1, "', T n; e/À)CV(xox; T 1, …, T n; 다. 

Similarly, we can show that 

V(x; T 1, "', T n; e/À)xoCV(xxo; T 1, ...• T n; e). 

This shows that (A. ζ M) is a locally convex algebra under the strong topo

logy. 

COROLLARY 3.5. A g. s. i.p. algebra (A. ζ M) equ~껴þed μlith the strong topo

logy for which the family {V (x: Tl' .... T n; e); T l' …, Tnεç:， 0< ε 드1 ， nεN} 

forms a neighbourhood basis of x , for each xεA， is a locally m-conνex algebra. 

PROOF. The result follows from 3.3 and 3.4 if À, as defined in 3.4, is greater 

than or equal to 1. If À <1 then the result follows from 3.3, because we can 

show that for any V(xox; T 1• .... T n; e). there exists V(x; T 1, …, T n; e) such 

that 

xoV(x; T 1• …, T n; e)CV(xox; T 1, "', T n; e). 

THEOREM 3.6. A g. s. i.p. algebra (A. ç:. M) with strong toiJology is metrt"zable 
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;[ there z.s a countable subset C o[ , μIhz"ch has the þroberty that [or any Tε， there 
112 t.s a PεN. where N z.s the Unear ηtanzfold generated by C, sμch that [Tx. Tx].' 

1/2 
르 [Px. Px].'~ [or all xεA. 

PROOF. Same as that of ([4], 3.4). 

4. g. 8. i. p. Iattice8 

In this section, we consider only the real vector spaces. 

DEFINITION 4. 1. An ordered vector space X is called a semi-inner φrodμct lat

tt"ce (in short s. i. p. lattice) if (a) X is a normed lattice, and (b) X is a s. i. p. 

space with the same norm as that of the normed lattice X. 

A subset B of a vector lattice X is solid if I x I 드 Iyl ， yEB implies xεB， where 

Ixl =sup {-x, x}. A vector subspace M of X is a lattice ideal if M is a solid 

subset of X. Every lattice ideal M in a vector lattice X is a sublattice of X 

( [5J , page 35). Every solid set is circled. 

A linear map from a vector lattice into a vector lattice is called a lattice 

homomorphism if it preserves lattice operations. (For more details, see [5J). 

DEFINlTION 4.2. An ordered vector space X is called a generaUzed semz.-쩌ner 

prod uct (in short g. s. i. p.) lattice if 

(i) X is a vector lattice, 
(ii) there is a lattice ideal M of X which is a s. i. p. lattice, and 
(iii) there is a set 'r of lattice homomorphisms on X such that (a) 7:XCM, i. e. 

each member of 'r maps X into M , and (b) hx=O for all hε'r implies x=O. 

We denote such a g. s. i. p. lattice by the triple (X, 'r, M). The example given 

in [4J is in fact a g. s. i. p. lattice. 

As in section 2, we define 

V(x; h
1
, -", hn; e) = {yεX; [hi(y-x), hi(y-x)] 1/2<￡， 1드i<n} , for all e>O, h1’ 

”·, h7lε7: and nEN_ 

LEMMA 4.3. Each V(O; hl' …. hn; e) z.s soUd. 

PROOF. Let Ixl 드 Iyl and yεV(O; hl' …. hn ; e). Then (*) [hi(y). h/y)J 
1/ 2<e. 

1드t드n. Since each hi is a lattice homomorphism. I x I 드 Iy I implies that I 까(x)l::=;; 

Ihi(y)l. But then. since M is a normed lattice. we have 

IIhi(x) II 드 IIhi(y) 11 
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1. e. [ki(x), kg(x)] l/2드 (hi(y) , h/y)]1/2<e, by (*). 

This implies that xεV (0; h1, …, μ; e). and hence each V(O; h1, "', hn; e) is 

solid. 

An ordered locally convex space which is a vector lattice is called a Iocally 

convex lattice if there is a neighbourhood basis of 0 consisting of solid sets ([5l , 
page 103). -

THEOREM 4.4. A g. s. z".p. lattz"ce (X, T, M) eqμzþþed wih the strong tφology 

for whz'ch the family (V (x; h1, "', hn; e): e>O , hl' ...• hnET. nεN} forms a 

neighbourhood basis at x, for each xεX. is a locally convex lattice. 

PROOF. In view of ([4], 3.3), (X, T, M) is a Hausdorff locally convex space; 

hence it is an ordered locally convex space. because X is an ordered vector space 

.( [5l. page 63). The result now follows from 4.3. 

The sets of the form 
00 

V(x; h1, h2, ... ; e)= ,n,v(x; 감; e) , hkET, e>O, 
k=l 

'constitute a neighbourhood basis at x, for each xεX. for a topology on X called 
ultra.strong topology. 

Clearly uItra.strong topology is finer than the strong topology, and hence Ha. 

usdorff. 

REMARK 4.5. Since the intersection of solid sets is solid, it follows that each 

V(O; hl' h2, ... ; e) is solid. AIso it is convex. 

THEOREM 4.6. A g. s. i.p. lattice (X, T, M) equiφed with μltra.strong topology 

is a locally convex lattice. 

PROOF. (x, T, M) is a Hausdorff locally convex space [4] , and hence ordered 

locally convex space. The result now follows from 4.5. 

5. Weak topology 

A vector space X is a g. s. i. p. space if 

(i) there is a subspace M of X which is a s. i.p. space, 
(ii) there is a (non.empty) set , of linear operations on X satisfying (a) ,X 

CM, i.e. each element of , maps X into M. and (b) Tx=O for all Tε， implies 

x=O [4l. 

LEMMA 5. 1. Let (X, " M) be a g. s. i.p. space and xεX. 1f [Tx, xl =0 for 
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all yεM， Tε" then x=O. 

PROOF. In view of (ii) (b) , we have Tx=O for aII Tε，. But then, by 2. 4, 

it foIIows that x=O. 
• 

LEMMA 5.2. Let (X , ζ M) be a g. s. i.φ. sφace and xεx. l/ [Tx, Tx] =0 

for aII Tεζ then x=O. 

PROOF. First we observe that Tx=O; because if Tx =r'=O, then by the definition 

of semi-inner product Space, it follows that [Tx, Tx] >0 which contradicts the 

hypothesis. Since Tx=O for aII Tε" it folows from (ii) (b) that x=O. 

DUAL SPACE 5.3. Let (X, " M) be a g. s. i. p. space. For each Tε'and each 

yεM， we define. 

F(x; T , y)= [Tx, y] on X. 
Clearly F is linear functionaI on X , Let Lo be the fam iIy of aII such func

tionaIs; it is not a vector space, in generaI. Denote by L the vector space (over 

the same field as that of X) spanned by Lo. 

PROPOSITION 5.4. L and X constzïute a dual pat.r. 

PROOF. If F(x) =0 fr r aII FεL， then [Tx, y] =0 for aII yεM and aII Tεζ 

But then, in view of 5.1 , x=O. 

Conversely if for a given F.。εL we have that Fo(x) =0 for aII xεX; then, by 

definition, Fo is the zero element of L. 

NOTATION5.5. <x, F>=F(x) , xεX， FEL. Clearly <x, F> is a bilinear 

function on X and L. 

PROPOSITION 5. 6. Each FεL is continμoμs on X in the strong topology. 

PROOF. Let e>O. 

whenever 

IF(x; T , y)-F(xo; T , y)1 == I [Tx, y]- [Txo' y]1 

= I [T(x-xo)' y]1 

드 [T(x-xo), T(x-xo)] 1/2[y, y] l/2<E 

112 
T(x- x,J]"<-< .. '" , 

- [y , y] 
[T(x-xo)' 

because [y, y] >0 for y ;;t:O, i.e. for aII xεV(xo ; T，-추『까 ). Thus each elem-
- [y , y] 

ent of L is a continuous Iinear functionaI on E equipped with strong topology. 
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Hence the continuity of an arbitrary element of L follows. 

REMARK 5.7. The above proposition says that L is contained inthe vector spa-

ce conjugate to X with strong topology. 

DEFINITION 5. 8. The coarsest topology on X for which all the linear func
tionals from L are continuous is called the weαk tOþology. 

The family of all subsets of X of the form , 
U(X ; F 1, …, Fn)= {yεX: I Fi(y-x) I <1, 1드z·드n} 

for a1I FI, ---, FnεL， nEN, is a neighbourhood basis at x. 

Since Lo generates L , the family of all neighbourhoods, 

U(O; y l' Tl' …, yn’ T n) = {XfX: I [T iX' Yi11 <1, 1드i드n} 

corresponding to all Y! , "', YnεM， T l' …, Tnε(， n = 1. 2 ..• , is also a neighbour

hood basis of O. 

As X and L are dual pairs, X is a Hausdorff topological space in the weak 

topology. 

From the generaI properties of weak topologies we have the following result: 

PROPOSITION 5.9. A g. s. z .• Þ. space (X , t:. M) is a Hausdorff locally convex 

sþace z.n the weak tφology. 

DEFINITION 5. 10. The sets of the form 

U(x; F 1, …, Fn, ---)={y르X: I Fi(y-x) I <1 , i=l , 2, .. ', n, …} 

for all sequences F l' F 2' .", F n' ... εζ contsitute a neighbourhood basis at x , for 

each xEX, for a topology on X which we call infra-weak topology. 

Cleary infra.weak topology is finer than the weak topology and hence Haus

dorff. AIso each U(x; F l' .", Fn' ... ) is convex. It is a routine matter to estabI. 

ish the truth of the following result. 

PROPOSITION 5.11. A g. s. z .• ψ• Sþace (X, " M) UJith the t.nfra.μleak tOþology 

is a Haμsdorff locally convex space. 

McMaster University 

HamiIton, Ontario, Canada 
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